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The Lion Guard Meet The New Guard
Explore the world of Disney Junior's new animated TV show, The Lion Guard, with DK's
My World: The Lion Guard, a fun new book for preschoolers. Meet Kion the lion
cub--leader of the Lion Guard and son of Simba! This lively new series continues the
story of Disney's much-loved movie The Lion King. Learn about Kion's cool friends and
discover what it takes to be in the Lion Guard--a team of heroic animals who protect the
Pride Lands. Using colorful images from the show and simple read-aloud text, DK's My
World: The Lion Guard follows themes of teamwork, adventure, and diversity, and
contains more than 100 stickers. 2016 Disney
A new Little Golden Book starring Disney Junior's The Lion Guard! This Little Golden
Book retells an episode of the hit Disney Junior series The Lion Guard in which Ono the
egret fills in as a rhino's tickbird. Children ages 2 to 5 will love learning that rhinos have
poor eyesight and rely on tickbirds to warn them about any dangers. And, in return, the
tickbirds get to eat all the bugs that flutter around the rhino. As always, Kion, Fuli,
Beshte, Bunga, and Ono help keep things running smoothly in the Pride Lands! The
Lion Guard animated series continues the tradition of epic storytelling from The Lion
King films. Every episode of The Lion Guard features a winning combination of
compelling stories, relatable characters, humor, and heart.
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Songbook). 14 songs from the soundtrack to this television series
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from Disney Junior. Our folio includes four pages of adorable color artwork from the
series plus piano/vocal/guitar arrangements of: A Beautiful Day * Call of the Guard (The
Lion Guard Theme) * Here Comes the Lion Guard * It Is Time * Kion's Lament * My
Own Way * Panic and Run * We're the Same (Sis Ni Sawa) * and more.
A deluxe Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader based on the Disney classic film The
Lion King! Nala is a young lion who loves to play and go on adventures! Join her as she
sets out on the adventure of a lifetime with her best friend, Simba, the cub who will one
day become king. This Step 2 deluxe Step into Reading leveled reader is based on the
Disney animated classic film The Lion King. This book is perfect for children ages 4 to
6. Step 2 readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For
children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help. Disney
The Lion King is a timeless tale of family, bravery, and loyalty, and stars Simba the
lovable lion cub.
A deluxe Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader based on the Disney classic film The
Lion King! Simba the lion will one day become king--but his uncle Scar has other plans.
Join Simba and his father, Mufasa, and his friends Nala, Timon, and Pumbaa as they
earn their place in the Circle of Life. This Step 2 deluxe Step into Reading leveled
reader is based on the Disney animated classic The Lion King. With over 30 stickers,
this book is perfect for children ages 4 to 6. Step 2 readers use basic vocabulary and
short sentences to tell simple stories. For children who recognize familiar words and
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can sound out new words with help. Disney The Lion King is a timeless tale of family,
bravery, and loyalty, and stars Simba the lovable lion cub.
"Meet the friends of the Puppy Dog Pals!"--Back cover.
Get ready to look and sound like the members of the Lion Guard with this creative and
interactive mask book featuring all of your favorite Lion Guard friends! With colorful
illustrated characters, die-cuts, and Swahili phrases on each spread, kids can hold the
book up to their faces and be transformed!
When Kion gets separated from the rest of the Lion Guard, he gets lost in the Outlands!
Kion has to be careful while he's in hyena territory. But soon Kion makes a new friend
and learns an important lesson in this exciting Level Pre1 reader!
Experience the magic of Disney The Lion King retold in vibrant comics drawn by
Disney's master artists. Disney The Lion King tells the extraordinary coming-of-age
adventure of Simba—a lion cub who cannot wait to be king—as he searches for his
destiny in the great Circle of Life. Disney and Joe Books present Disney The Lion King
as the third volume in The Story of the Movie in Comics series, bringing beloved
classics and the latest blockbusters to life for the whole family to enjoy.
A new Little Golden Book starring Disney Junior's The Lion Guard! Children ages 2 to 5
will roar with delight when they get this Little Golden Book retelling an episode of the hit
Disney Junior series The Lion Guard. Beshte discovers an okapi—a shy animal that
looks like a cross between a zebra and a giraffe. He hides whenever the rest of the
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Guard come by so they assume Beshte made up an imaginary friend. But now the
okapi is being chased by a leopard! Can the Lion Guard protect him? The Lion Guard
animated series continues the tradition of epic storytelling from The Lion King films.
Every episode of The Lion Guard features a winning combination of compelling stories,
relatable characters, humor, and heart.
A new Little Golden Book all about Simba, the star of Disney's The Lion King--just in
time for the live-action movie, which will be in theaters July 2019! This new Little
Golden Book celebrates everything that is special about Simba, the brave lion cub from
the beloved Disney movie The Lion King. Nala, Timon, Pumbaa, and other animals
from the Pride Lands are featured in gorgeous retro-style illustrations. This book is a
must-have for children ages 2 to 5, as well as Disney The Lion King fans--and
collectors--of all ages! And the new live-action version of the film, starring the voices of
Beyonce, Donald Glover, James Earl Jones, and John Oliver, hits theaters July 2019.
Disney The Lion King was released in 1994 and became one the most popular
animated films. This Little Golden Book is part of the charming "I Am . . ." series, which
provides a unique introduction to favorite Disney characters.
Unleash the power of the roar of the elders with Kion in this action-packed, interactive
read-along storybook with CD that features the actual character voices and sound
effects from the episode!
Where have all the parents gone? What happened to those who, like my grandmother,
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treated parenting as the most important human responsibility and the planet's oldest
profession? My grandmother, if she were living, would not recognize today's parents.
Something is amiss. We reside in a country that places higher demands on passing a
driver's education course than it does on procreation and raising children. We offer
classes like Lamaze to prepare parents for the birth of a child but have no such courses
to equip parents for being able to raise a child. The way we view parenting and
subsequently raise children is absurd. So, I wrote this book because I believe my
grandmother would have wanted me to say something. I wrote this book because I'm
concerned that if we wait much longer to outline a process to help our future citizens,
we won't be able to repair or recondition the fabric of our nation. I wrote this book
because I believe all children need and deserve great parents.
In the sixth installment of the time-traveling chapter book series, the Hidden Scrolls take
siblings Peter and Mary back to ancient Babylon, where Daniel is about to get thrown
into the lions' den. The Secret of the Hidden Scrolls series follows siblings Peter and
Mary and their dog, Hank, as they discover ancient scrolls that transport them back to
key moments in biblical history. In their sixth adventure, the trio travels back in time to
the bustling city of Babylon. When Peter and Mary meet Shadrach and Daniel, they
learn that there are new laws that make it illegal to worship or pray to anyone but the
king. As time to solve the scroll runs out, Peter and Mary face their biggest challenge
yet--a sneaky high priest who wants to get them thrown into the lions' den with Daniel.
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Lion cubs Simba and Nala are the best of friends. They chase bugs together, splash in
the water hole together, and even tell each other secrets. One day, Simba accidentally
tells his dad one of Nala's secrets, and she finds out! After that, Nala has a hard time
trusting Simba again. But a few weeks later, Nala tells Simba another secret, and this
time, he is determined to not tell anyone. Should Simba keep Nala's secret, even if it
means his friend could be in danger?
Stunning concept art, powerful behind-the-scenes photography, and fascinating
interviews with the cast and crew pack The Art and Making of The Lion King, offering
an inside perspective on how director Jon Favreau and his talented team used the most
advanced virtual cinematography and computer graphics techniques to craft a film of
both legend and hyperrealism. The story of The Lion King has entered the pantheon of
cultural mythology, as has its iconic music. In revisiting this tale, the filmmaking team
set off for an adventure of a lifetime: an expedition across the southern portion of Kenya
in Africa. These seasoned filmmakers gathered reference photographs, scans, and
other materials to apply to the digital moviemaking process and in turn were immersed
in the nuances of the real environment. Once back at the studio, they utilized common
filmmaking tools with state-of-the-art virtual reality (VR) technology and new, ultrafast
rendering technologies to create a "virtual production," a concept they pushed further
than it had ever been before. The Art and Making of The Lion King documents this
captivating journey and closes the circle with a discussion on a modern-day
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conservation program called the Lion Recovery Fund (LRF).

A National Book Award nominee! Returning to the same era of his "In a Dark
Wood", Cadnum's majestic novel--part mystery, part history--chronicles the
pageantry and brutality of the Crusades under King Richard. Edmund, a young
apprentice, is awaiting punishment as a counterfeiter when a knight intervenes
on his behalf--and compels Edmund to join Richard Lionheart's forces in the Holy
Land. There, amidst the savagery of the twelfth-century Crusades, Edmund
learns both courage and compassion, and discovers that cruelty is sometimes
considered the will of Heaven. Set in medieval England and the war-torn shores
of the Middle East, Cadnum's tale weaves together a rich tapestry of storms at
sea, the brutality of hand-to-hand combat, and one of the classic horse and lance
battles in recorded history--the Battle of Arsuf.
The exciting tale of Simba, a young cub who earns his place in the Circle of Life,
is retold in the classic Little Golden Book format. Children ages 2-5 will roar with
excitement as they read this retelling of Disney's The Lion King.
Even the King of the Jungle needs help sometimes, but who is brave enough to
help such a powerful beast? Courage comes in all sizes in Aesops classic fable,
The Lion and the Mouse. Readers who are familiar with this timeless tale and
those who are new to the story will love the simple, beautiful language of this
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retelling. Endearing illustrations enrich the narrative and draw in even reluctant
readers. The unlikely friendship between a grouchy lion and a fearless mouse
introduces readers to important concepts such as respecting differences and
using ones weaknesses as strengths. With relatable characters and a poignant
moral, this book is sure to become a favorite in any library.
At the end of the day, everyone in the Lion Guard is ready for family dinnereveryone except Fuli, who hunts all alone. Her friends are worried about her.
Wouldn't she rather eat with the egrets, hippos, or lions? The Lion Guard is on a
mission to find a new family for Fuli!
"Meet Kion the lion cub, leader of the Lion Guard and son of Simba in My WorldThe Lion Guard. Continuing the much-loved storytelling of Disney's The Lion
King, this fun reference book will keep your little one entertained for hours on
end. Follow Kion and friends as they take you on an adventure through the Pride
Lands. Learn and discover what it takes to be part of the Lion Guard, a team of
heroic animals who protect the Pride Land. Filled with colourful images and readaloud text, My World- The Lion Guard teaches kids important early life skills
including teamwork, adventure and diversity. With over 100 stickers, My WorldThe Lion Guard is a fun and interactive book and the perfect companion to the
exciting new Disney animation, The Lion Guard."
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Have a roaring good time with Kion and his Lion Guard pals as you search the
Pride Lands for hidden objects.
When Simba runs away, he is rescued by a meerkat and a warthog
Children ages 2 to 5 will enjoy reading this adventurous story about Kion and the
rest of the amazing Lion Guard as they rescue a baby baboon from some hungry
vultures! This full-color Little Golden Book retells an episode of the hit Disney
Junior series.
Read along with Disney! Reading is fun in this exciting Level 1 World of Reading story
with word for word narration based on an episode of the upcoming Disney Junior
animated series "The Lion Guard."
Get to know all the members of the Lion Guard in this interactive book! Young readers
will love peeking under 40 flaps to explore the Pride Lands with the Guard.
With Learn to Draw Disney The Lion King, artists-in-training will embark on a thrilling
artistic journey to the African savanna! This 64-page book includes drawing projects for
your favorite characters from the Academy Award®–winning, classic Disney movie The
Lion King. After an introduction to art tools and materials, a series of drawing exercises
invites artists to warm up and learn a few basic drawing techniques. Then the real fun
begins! You'll find step-by-step drawing projects for Simba, Mufasa, Scar, Timon,
Pumbaa, Nala, and more! The easy-to-follow instructions in this book will guide you
through the drawing process; each step builds upon the last until the character is
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complete. You just need to grab a pencil, a piece of paper, and your copy of Learn to
Draw Disney The Lion King; then flip to the character you want to draw. You’ll draw the
basic shapes shown in step one, and move on to step two, step three, and keep going!
The new lines in each step are shown in blue, so you’ll know exactly what to draw.
After adding all the details in each step, darken the lines you want to keep and erase
the rest. Finally, add color to your drawing with felt-tip markers, colored pencils,
watercolors, or acrylic paints. If your drawing isn’t perfect, hakuna matata! You can
draw the characters over and over, getting better with each try. Plus, learn some fun
facts about the characters from The Lion King as you learn to draw them. Brief
character descriptions and art instruction from professional Disney animators round out
this exciting artistic adventure to the Pride Lands. So grab your drawing pencils and go
on an artistic journey with Learn to Draw Disney The Lion King!
Read along with Disney! Learn how the Lion Guard came to be in this beautifully
illustrated picture book based on the upcoming Disney Junior movie event.
The beloved fairy tale, Golden Hair a lost girl meets Jack the Bear, the King of the Ever
Ever Forrest. Jack saved all the animals from Meaniethia, an evil queen. An
enchantment spell is wearing off that keeps the Queen locked in Skull castles dungeon.
Soon Meanithia will escape and enslave all the animals. Strikker, the Queen's pet wolf
carries out her plan to kidnap Jack so she can rule the Forrest again. Golden Hair's
bright light will guide the animals to the dark end of the forbidden Forrest to rescue
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Jack. Will they be able to save Jack? Will Golden Hair leave the Forrest gates to go
back home or stay to help the animals? If she helps she will be trapped in the Ever Ever
Forrest forever once the gates close. A story of finding your destiny and true calling.
The courage to accept your uniqueness and finding your path no matter how difficult it
may be. Great for kids, teens and adults. Danger lies ahead but first you have to meet
the cheeky & wise cracking animals of the Forrest: Pierre The Mouse who cleans the
house, Sammy the nervous duck and announcer, Star The Punk Rock Squirrel, The
Bunny family: Pippa, Piper, Pepin and Nugget the chunky baby bunny, Henry Hawk,
Madame Maime the guard lion, Henry Hawk the scout, Ozzie the Beaver who builds
and Paloma the swift horse. The bad guys: Strikker the pet wolf of the mean Queen
Meanithia and his two pack brothers Sizzle and Drizzle. Golden Hair learns to follow her
inner light and let it shine bright. Lilly Heartson, is known as Golden Hair. Thank you
and enjoy.
Unleash the power of the roar of the elders with Kion in this action-packed, read-along
storybook that features the actual character voices and sound effects from the episode!
Join the Lion Guard as they explore the Pride Lands to discover all the animals of the
alphabet, from Antelope to Zebra. This awesome lenticular novelty format makes
learning the alphabet fun, as preschoolers can tilt the book to see a letter of the
alphabet transform into a beautiful full-color photo of an animal.
Read along with Disney! The Lion Guard is stunned when Bunga becomes the go-to
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babysitter for all the Pride Lands parents, since his babysitting style is highly
unorthodox. Follow along with word-for-word narration when his young charges are
threatened and use all the fun things Babysitter Bunga taught them to fight back against
the jackalsâ€"and win!
Kion and his animal friends are ready for anything in this Little Golden Book based on an
episode of Disney Junior’s hit new show The Lion Guard. Boys and girls ages 2 to 5 will enjoy
hearing about their awesome adventures in the Pride Lands!
C. S. Lewis was a British author, lay theologian, and contemporary of J.R.R. Tolkien. The Lion,
the Witch, and the Wardrobe is the first book in The Chronicles of Narnia.
A wonderful journey through what is, according to Guinness Book of Records, the world's
largest collection of Lion King memorabilia in the world.
Young King Mufasa rescues Zazu the hornbill from the hyenas, and the grateful bird makes a
pest of himself trying to be helpful, until eventually his persistence pays off for both Mufasa and
Sarabi.
Read along with Disney! When Kion gets separated from the rest of the Lion Guard, he gets
lost in the Outlands! Kion has to be careful while he's in hyena territory because all hyenas are
dangerous . . . or are they? Kion makes a new friend and learns an important lesson in this
exciting Level Pre-1 reader!
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